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Notes
ongratulations on choosing to automate your pool!
Although automating removes much of the guesswork
in water chemistry, it nonetheless requires a basic un-

derstanding of chemical automation that will prevent frustrating and unnecessary problems. This guide will help you become familiar with pool automation and increase your confi-

dence in its ability to effectively and economically control your
pool or spa.
While this guide details most of the AQUASOL® controller’s
functions, it is not meant to replace direct communication with
the system administrator in most situations. The controller is a
highly sophisticated and sensitive electronic device that func-

tions best with minimal adjustments. You can and should have
complete confidence in its ability to maintain your water’s
chemistry. Remember: unnecessary adjustments will reduce
the full benefits of automation!
Please take some time to become familiar with the information
in this guide. We hope that you find it helpful and, as always,

we welcome your questions or comments. You can contact us
at 800.849.8464 or on the web at www.planetcoastal.com.
Enjoy!

Revolving Around You™

Sincerely,

Coastal Carolina Supply, Inc.
Aquatics Division
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Notes
Controller Overview and Diagrams

T

he AQUASOL® controller is a highly sophisticated
instrument which automatically controls both chlo-

rine and pH levels in swimming pools and spas. The

controller comes in three models; SPC (no readout), SPC-M
(single readout), and WTC (dual readout). Other than the
difference in readouts, all other functions, features, and
operations

of

TOTAL ALKLINITY

the controllers
are the same.
As with many
electronic

de-

vices it is very
sensitive

and

will alert pool
operators
the

to

slightest

Total Alkalinity is a measurement of your
water’s ability to resist changes in pH. It is
an important balance parameter in every
pool, but especially important in an
automated pool. Total alkalinity must be
maintained at 120 ppm to minimize pH
bounce and promote more reliable
controller operation.

Revolving Around You™

changes in water

chemistry.

This section will explain how to interpret these changes, the
factors which may be causing them, and what steps the pool

operator can take to avoid potential problems.
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Notes
WTC (Dual Display) Controller
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The Controller Board
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5
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The Controller Board
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Controller Operation
LED Readouts
There are very few model SPC (no readout) controllers left in
operation today, so most will have either a single readout
(model SPC-M) that can be toggled between ORP and pH, or a
dual readout (model WTC) that displays both readings simultaneously. See the diagrams on pages 2-4.
ORP Readout
ORP is read in millivolts and stands for Oxidation Reduction
Potential; simply put, it is an electrical reading that measures
the effectiveness of your chlorine (or any other sanitizer) at
killing organic matter.

ORP is a qualitive measurement,

whereas parts-per-million (ppm) is a quantative measurement. It is possible, for example, to have more effective killing
power at 1 ppm than at 3 ppm based on other factors:


Cyanauric Acid Level (stabilizer)—chlorine is less effective
at higher CYA levels



pH level—chlorine is less effective at higher pH levels



Amount of combined chlorine present



General water cleanliness

Generally, your ORP reading should stay between 600-900 millivolts.

7
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ORP FAQ
FAQ: Is there a correlation between the controller’s ORP reading
and the parts-per-million reading I get from my test kit?
Answer: It is possible that in a well-maintained pool you will find
that low ORP readings generally coincide with low ppm readings
and high ORP readings mean higher ppm readings. However, this
is at best a generalization due to the many factors involved that
have a direct impact on your sanitizer’s effectiveness (see bullet
points on previous page). In short, the controller does not relieve
you of your responsibility to test your water as required by your
local health department.

pH Readout
pH is a scale between 0 - 14 that determines whether a solution is an acid or a base. Simply put, anything below 7.0 is
acidic and anything above is basic or alkaline. Therefore, a
reading of 7.0 is perfectly neutral. For pool balance purposes, a
slightly basic reading of between 7.2 and 7.8 is desirable and
the reason is fairly important...bather comfort. The human eye
has an average pH of 7.5, so any readings too far below or
above 7.5 can lead to eye irritation among other problems,
such as cloudy water, scaling water, or aggressive water that
can pit pool surfaces.

www.planetcoastal.com
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Normal Operating Lights
Each of the controllers uses six lights to communicate its operational status and current water conditions. These lights
consist of three normal operating lights and three warning
lights and, aside from their positions on the controller face,
are the same for each unit.
Power
The power light is active continuously as long as the controller is powered and functioning normally. The light will extinguish if power is lost for any reason, including a loss of water
pressure in the test cell (in this instance, the pressure switch

will deactivate the system as a safety feature to prevent
chemical overfeeding). To test the pressure switch in the
event of power loss, simply unplug the controller from the

Section 3
Material Safety Data Sheets

pressure switch and plug directly into a 110v outlet. If the
controller powers up, the pressure switch is the cause of the
power loss. If the controller does not power up, check for a
tripped GFI or circuit breaker in the electrical panel.
Cl ORP Feed
When on, this light indicates that the controller is making an
adjustment to the chlorine level in the water. The chlorine
pump (located on the bottom left of the controller board)
will engage, dispensing chlorine into the return line leading
back to the pool. When the appropriate level of sanitizer is
reached, the Cl ORP light will extinguish and the chlorine
pump will disengage.

9
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A fuse has blown. The pH feed system is protected by a 3-amp

pH Feed

Slo-Blo fuse and the chlorine feed system is protected by a 15-

When on, this light indicates that the controller is making an

amp Slo-Blo fuse. These fuses are size 3AG and are easily re-

adjustment to the pH level of the water. The acid pump

placed. However, you should contact Coastal Carolina Supply be-

(located in the middle of the controller board ) will engage,

fore attempting to replace any fuse.

dispensing acid into the return line leading back to the pool.

WARNING! The left side of the circuit board carries 110 volts of
electricity. Exercise caution when working near fuses, relays, or

When the appropriate pH level is established, the pH light
will extinguish and the acid pump will disengage.

other electrical components.


The feed light is off but the pump is pumping

Warning Lights



The relay for the particular feed system is stuck and must be re-

In addition to normal operating lights, the controller uses

placed. Contact Coastal Carolina Supply.

three warning lights to indicate potential problems in opera-



The pH reading on the controller doesn't match my test kit

tion or water balance. These lights are Cl ORP Alert, pH Alert,



Use the pH calibration screw under the LED screen to make mi-

and Feed Limit Alert.

nor adjustments to the pH readout. This calibration screw has a

Cl ORP Alert

limited range...do not turn it past the stops!

When on, this light indicates that the chlorine level is either
too high or too low (normally too high). When in alert, the
chlorine pump is automatically disengaged as a safety feature and cannot be activated through the controller. To en-

sure that the chlorine pump is operating properly , unplug it
from the controller and plug into a 110v receptacle.
Possible Causes Cl/ORP Alert:


The water has been shocked

Solution: No action is necessary. The controller will resume
normal operation once the chlorine level falls to within an

acceptable range.


Pump/Tube failure

Solution: Test the chlorine pump by plugging it into a 110v
28
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outlet. If the pump is operating properly, remove the pump head cover and check for tube failure. Replace the tube if necessary.


Troubleshooting


Small body of water (spas, kiddie pools, wading pools)

Controller is blinking on and off, is acting erratically, or has lost
power

Solution: Spas and kiddie pools are much harder to control than larg-

This happens in response to the pressure switch detecting a loss in

er bodies of water. Overfeeds are common due to the low water vol-

pressure. There are several reasons this may occur:

ume and the distance chemical must travel from the circulating sys-



tem to the water. When trying to control a small body of water, it is
critical that chemical adjustments are made with guarding against
overfeed in mind. Never make adjustments to the chlorine dial of

with water flow to the test cell.


roll the dial away from you until the controller comes on. If your

always err on the side of underfeeding.

setting of 2 psi. For pump rooms below pool level, the point at

each full increment on the chlorine dial represents a sanitizer in-

which the controller activates will be higher.

when working with smaller bodies of water!
Total Alkalinity is below acceptable levels

Solution: Total Alkalinity must be maintained at 120 ppm to prevent
erratic controller operation. Low total alkalinity levels commonly result
in both chlorine and acid overfeeding.


pump room is above pool level, roll the dial to its minimum

IMPORTANT! When increasing the chlorine feed remember that
crease of approximately 1/2 ppm. Test the water often, especially



The pressure switch setting is too high. With circulation on, remove the four screws from the face of the pressure switch and

more than a 1/2 increment at a time. Test the water frequently and


There may be a blockage in the circulation system that interferes

Out of Calibration

Solution: Contact Coastal Carolina Supply or see Internal Calibration on
page 18.



The 1/4 amp system fuse has blown (See Circuit Board, page 27).



Feed light is on or off regardless of control dial position



The chemical probe has failed.



The controller is out of calibration (see page 18).



Alert light is on continuously



The probe is not connected to the controller.



The chemical probe has failed.



The controller is out of calibration (see page 18).



The feed light is on but the pump is not pumping



Pump is unplugged.



Pump is off. The pumps have on/off toggle switches. Make sure
that they haven’t been inadvertently turned off.

11
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Controller Circuit Board ( All Models)

pH Alert
This light indicates that the pH level is either too low or too high
(normally too low). When on, the acid pump is automatically disengaged

as a safety feature and the pump cannot be activated

through the controller. To ensure that the acid pump is operating
properly, unplug it from the controller and plug it into a 110v receptacle.
Possible Causes for pH Alert:


Total Alkalinity is below acceptable levels

Solution: Failing to maintain total alkalinity will lead to fluctuations
in pH. Always maintain alkalinity at 120 ppm to ensure reliable controller performance.


Pump/Tube failure

Solution: Test the acid pump to ensure proper operation by plugging it into a 110v outlet. If the pump is working properly, check for
tube failure in the pump head. Replace the tube if necessary.
NOTE: Total Alkalinity is a measurement of your water’s ability to
resist changes in pH—the lower the number, the less resistant pH is

Fuses

to change—the higher the number, the more resistant pH is to
change. Therefore, higher alkalinity readings (120 ppm ideally)
mean more stable pH readings and less likelihood that pH will flucCAUTION!

tuate (pH bounce).
IMPORTANT! When increasing the acid feed, adjust the pH dial

Be careful when working inside the controller box! The system carries 110v of electricity. Before attempting to
change a fuse, make certain that the controller is unplugged from power.

counter-clockwise no more than two full increments. Each increment on the dial represents .1 on the pH scale. This being the case,
you would turn the acid dial counter-clockwise two full increments
to lower the pH from 7.7 to 7.5. Any adjustment of more than .3
may require an internal calibration of the controller (see Internal

27
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Calibration on page 18 or contact Coastal Carolina Supply). When
the desired pH is reached, turn the control dial clockwise until the
pH feed light extinguishes. Again, when feeding into smaller bod-

Setting the Pressure Switch

ies of water such as spas and kiddie pools, adjust the pH feed in
the smallest possible increments to limit overfeeding.



Feed Limit

Remove pressure switch cover (Figure
1).

This light indicates that the controller has attempted to feed
chemical for four continuous hours without achieving the desired

Figure 1

result. When this warning is displayed all controller functions are
disabled and neither the chlorine pump nor the acid pump can be
activated through the controller.
Possible Causes for Feed Limit Alert:


Total Alkalinity is below acceptable levels

Solution: Failing to maintain total alkalinity will lead to erratic controller behavior, including the possibility that the controller may
overfeed chemical and possibly trigger the feed limit alert. Always
maintain alkalinity at 120 ppm to ensure reliable controller operation.


Empty chlorine or acid barrel

Solution: Reset the controller for a new feed cycle by unplugging
it from the 110v outlet and plugging it back in, noting which feed
light activates after the reset. Remove the appropriate feeding
tube from the empty barrel and place it in a new barrel.




Roll the black dial over the top and away
from you to lower the pressure setting
(Figure 2). The lowest pressure setting is
2 psi and works for most circulating systems that are above the pool. For circu- Figure 2
lating systems below the pool, this
setting will be higher. If you make adjustments to the pressure
switch, always ensure that the controller shuts down when circulation is off.
CAUTION! The pressure
switch carries 110v of electricity. Use caution when
working inside the pressure
switch!

Pump/tube failure

Solution: Test the chemical pumps by unplugging them from the
controller and plugging them into a 110v outlet. If the pumps
function normally, check for a tube failure. Replace tube as necessary.
13

To view a video tutorial, visit our
YouTube channel @planetcoastal.
26



Heavy bather load

Solution: Larger pools with heavy bather loads often require a
continuous chlorine feed to maintain an acceptable sanitizer residual, especially during periods of high heat and humidity. If this


Install the new tube. Ensure that the
groove in the tube end slides in the slot
in the tube housing (Figure 6). Line up
the tube with one of the three slots in
the roller (Figure 7).

is the case at your facility, contact the system administrator to
activate the Feed Limit Override (see page 17).

Figure 6

Chlorine/pH Test Switches
The chlorine and pH test switches enable the operator to override
the controller settings in order to activate the feed systems.
These switches provide a test of the controller’s 110v circuitry





Slowly walk the tube back into the
housing by toggling the on/off switch
on the back of the pump (Figure 8). It is
important to go slowly so you don’t
Figure 7
pinch the tube in the roller which will
cause leaks.

and should not be used for additional chemical feeding (see diagrams on pages 2-4).

Reinstall the clear tube cover and replace the pump on the controller board.
Plug the pump into the controller and
make sure the toggle switch is in the on Figure 8
position.

To view a video tutorial, visit our
YouTube channel @planetcoastal.
25
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Changing a Chlorine or Acid Tube (continued)

Figure 3a


Plug the pump into a 110v outlet.

This page left intentionally blank
Figure 4



Line up the tube with one of the three
slots in the roller (Figure 5). Slowly
walk the tube out of the housing by
toggling the on/off switch on the back
of the pump (Figure 5a).

Figure 5

Figure 5a

15
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Safety Features and Options
Changing a Chlorine or Acid Tube



Unplug the pump from the controller (Figure 1).

Timed pH Monitoring
This feature may be activated on smaller bodies of water requiring minimal pH adjustments, such as wading pools, kiddie
pools and spas. With this feature, pH is tested once every 30

minutes and acid is fed either one or two minutes each 30
minutes depending on water volume.

Figure 1

NOTE: In this mode, the pH test switch is not active. To test


Unscrew the jam nuts; be careful
not to lose the ferrules (Figure 2
and 2a). Remove the pump from
the controller board. It is easier to
work on the pump on a flat surface.

the acid pump, hold down the pH set button before engaging
the pH test switch, or plug the pump directly into a 110v outlet.

Figure 2

Alternate Feed Option
Due to the high pH of liquid chlorine, regular acid adjustments are necessary to maintain an acceptable pH level. In
some cases however, acid is unable to regulate pH when fed
simultaneously with Sodium Hypochlorite. In this instance,
the system administrator may choose to feed the chemicals
alternately, which allows the pH to be brought under
control before chlorine can be fed.

Figure 2a


NOTE: In this mode, the test switch for the chemical not
feeding is inactive. For example, if acid is feeding, the chlo-

Unscrew the clear tube cover to
expose the tube (Figure 3 and 3a).

rine test switch will not activate the chlorine pump; if
chlorine is feeding, the pH test switch will not activate
the acid pump. To test either pump, you must first stop the
chemical that is feeding by adjusting the control dials
on the controller face. For example, if you want to test the
Figure 3
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chlorine pump while the acid is feeding, turn the pH dial
clockwise (pH higher) until the feed light extinguishes. If
chlorine is being demanded, the chlorine pump will activate at
this point. If chlorine is not being demanded, you can now test
the pump through the chlorine test switch.


Feed Limit Override
If the controller attempts to feed any chemical uninterrupted
for four hours it will disable both chemical feeds. This is a
safety feature that guards against overfeed in the event that a
probe fails. However, in many larger pools with heavy bather
loads, it may be necessary to feed chlorine continuously just to

Section 2

maintain an acceptable sanitizer residual. Be wary if this is the
case with your pool. Disabling the feed limit means that, re-

Basic Maintenance Procedures

gardless of problems that would normally disable the system,
your unit will now feed indefinitely as long as there is a demand and chemicals are available.

Revolving Around You™
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Internal Calibration
The Cl/ORP Control Dial
The chlorine control dial, like the pH dial, deals in volume, not rate. As
a general rule, each increment on the dial represents an increase or
decrease in chlorine of roughly 1/2 ppm. Adjustments to the chlorine
dial should be done no more than one increment at a time. Remember, turning the dial to the right means more, not faster. This is magnified when dealing with smaller bodies of water such as kiddie pools,
wading pools, and spas. In these smaller pools, overfeeding is common. Test the water often and make all adjustments with guarding
against overfeed in mind.

Internal calibration of the controller can be performed by facility personnel in many situations. It is a simple procedure that can be accomplished in just a few minutes. An internal DANGER! The left side of the
calibration is necessary when the chlorine circuit board carries 110v of
and pH control dials are no longer oper- electricity. Use caution when
ating between the 10-2 o’clock positions working inside the controller
box.
or for any of the reasons listed in Warning
Lights (page 10), or Troubleshooting (page
28). The following is the step-by-step procedure for an internal calibration:
1. Turn off the chemical pumps so they cannot feed during this process.

2. Remove the four screws from the controller face and set the face
up and inside the clear plastic cover.
3. Locate the brass calibration screws
on the circuit board. They are just
right of center and are blue or grey.
(See Figure 1). The left screw is for
chlorine and the right is for acid.
4. For Chlorine Calibration:

Revolving Around You™
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Figure 1



If the feed limit light is on, unplug the controller and plug it back
in to reset. You cannot calibrate if the system is in Feed Limit
Alert.



If CL/ORP Alert is on—using a precision slotted screwdriver, begin
turning the chlorine calibration screw (the left screw) either clockwise or counter-clockwise until the alert goes off. It should go off
within ten revolutions.



Turn the chlorine control dial to its click point. This is the point on
the dial where the feed light comes on and off. For instructional
18

purposes, let’s assume your pool water is at 3 ppm and your click
point is at 4 o’clock on the chlorine dial.



Calibration is complete and your click point is now at 12 o’clock.



Be sure to turn the chemical pumps back on after calibration!



Turn the control dial to the 12 o’clock position.



If the feed light is on – turn the calibration screw clockwise until
the feed light goes out

The pH and Cl/ORP Control Dials



If the feed light is off (in this example it will be) – turn the calibration screw counter-clockwise until the feed light comes on.



Calibration is complete and your click point is now at 12 o’clock.

The pH and chlorine control dials will undoubtedly be the most used
features of the controller. It is important to have a comprehensive
understanding of how they work.
The pH Control Dial

5. For pH Calibration


If the pH Alert light is on, unplug the controller and plug it back in
to reset the alert. You cannot calibrate the pH side of the controller if the controller is in alert status.



Test the water. We’ll assume that your pH is 7.5.



Turn the pH dial to its click point. This is
7.4
the point on the dial where the feed 7.3
light comes on and off. Again, let’s assume that your click point is at 4 o’clock
on the pH dial.



7.5

7.6
7.7

Turn the control dial to the 12 o’clock
position. This represents a pH of 7.5.
(See figure 2).



Figure 2
If the feed light is on (in this example it will be) –
turn the calibration screw clockwise until the feed light goes out.



If the feed light is off – turn the calibration screw counterclockwise until the feed light comes on.
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The pH control dial allows you the freedom to make adjustments to
the pH of your pool or spa. Unlike the ORP reading which is an actual
electrical reading, the pH reading is a made-up number; a scale from
0-14 whereas any number below 7.0 (neutral) is acidic, and any number above is alkaline. On the control dial, the 12 o’clock position represents a pH of 7.5 (see figure 2 on the previous page). It is common,
however, to fluctuate between 7.3 and 7.7 based on a variety of factors; bather load (sweat and urine are acidic), distance from circulating system to pool, weather, total alkalinity, etc… Of these factors,
only total alkalinity is within your control and it is critical to controller
performance that it be maintained at 120 ppm.
We urge operators to make adjustments to pH with guarding against
overfeed in mind. Many CPO’s make the mistake of thinking that
turning the dial further left increases the rate at which acid is delivered; it doesn't...instead it increases the amount that is delivered.
Every increment on the pH dial represents a change of .1 on the pH
scale. And, since pH is a logarithmic scale, a pH of 7.0 is five times
more acidic than a pH of 7.5. Therefore, do not attempt adjustments
of more than two increments at a time. (If a larger change is needed
an internal calibration may be required. Refer to Internal Calibration
in the previous section).
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